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Deep Dive 
Building Inclusion Infrastructure

Pre-Work: You’ll find Below the Green Line Theory of Transformation 
helpful to read in preparation for this session.

Conversation Guide: The Conversation Guide for this session will follow 
the same format as that of Sessions #1-3. Use this guide to navigate the 
conversation and prepare for the following sessions.

Methods: You’ll revisit some familiar methods (such as transition and 
grounding), and you’ll be introduced to two new methods unique to this 
Deep Dive.

  Turn the page to get started.

This deep dive conversation is an opportunity for you and your colleagues to 
explore strategies to build the company infrastructure necessary to sustain 
your inclusion efforts beyond the initial impetus of the Inclusion Challenge.
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Instructions:
Read the following worksheet, Below the Green Line Theory of Transformation. While 
reading, reflect upon the following question and make notes in your notebook:
● What do I understand about Below the Green Line Theory of Transformation? 
● What questions do I have about this theory?

The Green Line Theory of Transformation1 posits 
that if a business or system attempts
to resolve its problems by addressing the 
systems infrastructure that sit above the green 
line (structure, pattern and process), changes 
tend to be insubstantial, temporary, ineffective, 
and often costly. This theory of transformational 
change proposes that equal, if not more, 
attention must focus on the cultural 
infrastructure below the green line (information, 
relationship and identity).

Why does building infrastructure matter?
In many such change efforts, planning 
processes are engaged, resources are identified 
(such as B Lab’s Inclusion Challenge resources) 
and the vision is pursued. However, exclusive 
focus on “what” we are trying to accomplish 
leads inevitably to a short-term formula for 
change.

Businesses seeking higher efficacy and 
sustainability must shift their focus from what 
they are doing to how they are doing it, which 
yields a more robust formula for change. 
Sustainable change requires the active 
management of infrastructure and processes 
that preserve values, vision and focus on 
intended outcomes over the long term. 
More about the theory here.

Pre-work for Deep Dive: Building Inclusion Infrastructure

Reading: Below the Green Line 
Theory of Transformation
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What you need to have prepared
● Read Below the Green Line Theory of Transformation.

Building Inclusion Infrastructure
Conversation Guide

After this conversation, you’ll be able to…
● Apply key measures to ensure the long term success and sustainability of 

your inclusive economy efforts.

Suggested flow for facilitators: 60 minutes
● 5 minutes - Method (A): Transition (p. 4)
● 5 minutes - Method (G): Grounding (p. 5)
● 25 minutes - Deep Dive Method: Building Inclusion Infrastructure (p. 6)
● 20 minutes - Deep Dive Method: Preparing to Bring the Deep Dive Back to 

Your Company (p. 11)
● 5 minutes -  Method (F): Closing (p. 12)

Next Steps and Prepare for Sessions #5 and 6: 

 
● Prepare an agenda for when you bring this deep dive conversation back to your 

team. Below is an agenda we recommend. Rely upon your knowledge of your 
company and the tools you’ve already practiced with your Peer Exchange to build 
the agenda that will best serve your team. 

Deep Dive Conversation Agenda: 90 minutes
● 10 minutes - Method (A): Transition (p. 4)
● 10 minutes - Method (D) : Group Agreements  (Handbook, p.12)
● 60 minutes - Deep Dive Method: Building Inclusion Infrastructure (p.6)
● 10 minutes - Method (F): Closing (p. 12)

● Identify who will facilitate the next call or meeting and confirm the time. 
● For Sessions #5 and 6, Identify a challenge that you’re struggling with at your 

company in your inclusive economy work. This challenge could be a practical 
challenge, a process challenge, or a culture challenge - anything you’d like the 
group’s support on.

● Share your reflections, learnings, and insights with other Peer Exchange groups 
on the B Hive Group : Inclusion Challenge Peer Exchange.

● Provide feedback for this session through this 3 minute survey.
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Method (A)
Transition
WHAT THIS GETS YOU: Transitions help group members to focus on 

the conversation at hand.

ACTIVITY TYPE: Group Check-in

TIME: 5-10 minutes  (See suggested flow for 
facilitators for time).

Instructions:
Take turns sharing your answers to the following prompts. Select the prompts that 
are most applicable to your group during any given session:

● Introduce your name, gender pronouns, role within your company, and role 
with the Inclusion Challenge within their company.

● Welcome any new members and orient them to the group’s community 
agreements adopted during the prior session.

● Review objectives for today’s session.
● Review the co-created group agreements.
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Method (G)
Grounding
WHAT THIS GETS YOU: Groundings help group members to have 

conversations from a place of safety 
and authenticity.

ACTIVITY TYPE: Group Check-in

TIME:   5-10 minutes (See suggested flow for facilitators for time).

Instructions:
Guide the group in a grounding exercise using the following prompts. This will be 
the grounding exercise you use for the remaining of the Peer Exchange.

● Ask members to take a moment to feel present to this call and to remove 
distractions.

● Prompt the group to do the following grounding exercise, or create another 
that feels comfortable to you. 
○ If comfortable, close your eyes. Feel the sturdiness of the ground 

underneath you. Plant your feet on the floor and feel heavy in your seat. 
Take 3 deep breaths.

● Ask each member to share their response to this question:
○ How will I support us to have a successful conversation? Each member 

write their commitment in their notebook.
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Deep Dive Method
Building Inclusion Infrastructure
WHAT THIS GETS YOU: A plan for developing the infrastructure to 

ensure your inclusive economy efforts are 
integrated into your company culture and 
policies.

ACTIVITY TYPE: Activity

TIME:  25 minutes

Instructions:
Complete as much of the Building Inclusion Infrastructure activity in your Peer 
Exchange group as possible to get familiar with the exercise. Keep in mind that this 
exercise is designed to be completed with your colleagues at your company, so you 
will have to work independently for some of it. However, going through it together 
will allow you to become familiar with the activity and ask one another questions 
as you prepare to take it back to your colleagues.

After you complete the activity, save time for a brief discussion using the following 
prompts:
● What is clear? What needs clarification?
● How might this activity support you and your colleagues to make progress on 

the metrics you have identified? 
● Which strategies and measures feel doable? Which feel more difficult?
● What else might you need to do to make your Inclusion Challenge efforts 

sustainable over the long term?
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STRUCTURAL MEASURES Include: staff; funding and resources; and equipment, 
facilities, and physical environment.

● A co-designed, cross-functional inclusion committee to increase buy-in, 
engagement, sustained participation and ownership by staff and other core 
stakeholders across roles, identities, and teams/departments.

● Dedicated resources to support D&I planning, action, learning and evaluation. 
Resource allocation must support the scope and quality of D&I activities based 
on the theory of change, action and evaluation plans.

Note in your notebook:
Selected measure: 
Timeline for implementation
People involved:

The purpose of this worksheet is to support you and your business colleagues to take 
action and build the infrastructure and culture necessary to sustain your inclusive 
economy initiatives. Before completing, review the reading Below the Green Line 
Theory of Transformation, which informs this activity.

Below you find a list of measures that will be important to use in building your 
inclusion infrastructure for long-term sustainability2.  Keep in mind these best 
practices while you read:
● The importance of making sure the people you need are part of the 

conversations and guide decision-making around all inclusion-related efforts.
● The importance of documenting all measures so that expectations are clear 

and the process can outlive its creator.

Above the Green Line: Systems Infrastructure 
Circle at least one of the strategies in each category above the green line that you 
would like to implement in your company for the sustainability of your efforts. Pause 
after each category to share with the group which measure you have selected. Come 
to agreement with your business colleagues as to which effort will be most impactful, 
when you will initiate it, and who should help lead it.

Building Inclusion Infrastructure
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STRATEGIC MEASURES Include: Goals, Objectives, Standards 

● A core vision statement for what you hope to achieve through your inclusion 
economy efforts. The statement needs to align with your company’s mission 
and strategic business goals.

● Statement for how the metrics are intended to create a value proposition for 
the key stakeholders intended to benefit from the inclusion efforts.

● Written recommendations and work plans for each team which include core 
inclusive economy strategies and activities. 

Note in your notebook:
Selected measure: 
Timeline for implementation
People involved:

OPERATIONAL MEASURES Include: Procedures, Methods, and Policies

● An action plan for making improvement toward each of your company’s 
Inclusion Challenge targets.

● Opportunity for key stakeholders to provide feedback about what is and is 
not working in multiple ways (e.g., staff meetings, confidential surveys) to 
inform adaptations to the action plan.

● An evaluation plan of inclusion efforts with clear methods and timeline to 
determine if the Inclusion Challenge activities are effective and meaningful 
for staff.

Note in your notebook:
Selected measure: 
Timeline for implementation
People involved:

Building Inclusion Infrastructure
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Below the Green Line: Cultural Infrastructure
As a reminder, this theory of transformational change proposes that equal, if not more, 
attention be paid to the cultural infrastructure “below the green line.”

IDENTITY & BELIEFS MEASURES Include: How key participants feel about their role in 
the organization.

● Cultural touchpoints to encourage and maintain inclusivity. Examples include: 
○ Rewards and recognition programs
○ Motivational messages co-created by key stakeholders and posted online 

and in workspaces
○ A “success wall” where key stakeholders can post stories of what’s 

working online and in workspaces
● Use of symbols and images that align with your inclusive vision and values in 

the workplace and as a part of your company’s brand. Examples include: 
○ Inclusive bathroom signage
○ Greater diversity expressed on company website
○ Inclusive job descriptions

● Inclusion of D&I role within job descriptions for Inclusion Challenge and D&I 
Committee participants. May require new staff responsibilities.

● Written articulation of board members’ roles and responsibilities related to the 
company’s inclusive economy vision.

Note in your notebook:
Selected measure: 
Timeline for implementation
People involved:

INFORMATION MEASURES Include: How information is disseminated and who has 
access to information.

● Analysis of any benchmarking data to compare current inclusion practices 
against a standard, identify opportunities for improvement, and identify areas of 
success.

● Communication plan to share the process, results and lessons learned from 
Inclusion Challenge work with internal and external stakeholders. 

● Development of training and coaching programs responsive to feedback and 
input from key stakeholders. Remember, people support what they influence and 
what they create.

● Posted meeting schedules for inclusion meetings that don’t conflict with other 
organizational priorities.

Note in your notebook:
Selected measure: 
Timeline for implementation
People involved:

Building Inclusion Infrastructure
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RELATIONSHIP MEASURES Include: How people and teams are connected; 
collaboration between and across teams.

● Affinity groups to allow underrepresented employees safe and confidential space 
to build peer support, deeper trust and maintain inclusive culture.

● Established internal and external partnerships to support your company’s 
inclusion activities.

● Written plans for changing where people sit or how people are formed into 
teams. For example, some companies determine a need for people who work 
together to sit in closer proximity for optimal communication and execution of 
work plans. 

Note in your notebook:
Selected measure: 
Timeline for implementation
People involved:

Building Inclusion Infrastructure
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Deep Dive Method
Preparing to Bring the Deep Dive 
Back to Your Company
WHAT THIS GETS YOU: This exercise will help you think through how 

to be most successful in bringing this 
conversation back to your company.

ACTIVITY TYPE: Group Discussion

TIME: 20 minutes

Instructions:
In your Peer Exchange Group, discuss the deep dive conversation or activity you just 
reviewed as a group using the following prompts. Make notes in your notebook.

● How might this process support you and your colleagues to make progress on 
the metrics you have identified?

● For whom in your company will you facilitate this exercise? 
○ For a large company, or a company that is still building its experience 

with inclusive economy initiatives, consider doing this exercise with a 
small stakeholder group like your Inclusion Challenge working group 
or your D&I Committee members.

○ For small company or a company that is already well-versed in these 
types of conversations, consider facilitating amongst a wider group of 
colleagues or even your whole company.

● What additional resources might you need to be successful? Consider: a 
co-facilitator, leadership buy-in, a trained facilitator.

● How do you feel about facilitating this exercise with your colleagues? Which 
questions or processes feel easier? More difficult?

● How can the group support you as you bring this conversation back to your 
company?
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Method (F)
Closing
WHAT THIS GETS YOU: A closing helps you transition from this 

conversation into the rest of your day.

ACTIVITY TYPE: Group check-out

TIME: 5-10 minutes  (See suggested flow 
for facilitators for time).

Instructions: 
Take turns sharing the following:

1. If you made a commitment during the grounding, share how successful you 
were with upholding that commitment during this session.

2. Share a word or phrase of appreciation for yourself, someone in the group, or 
the group as a whole. 

You’ll find all the materials for Sessions #5, 6 and 7 back in the Peer Exchange 
Handbook.
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Endnotes
1. Adapted by Sweet Livity LLC from the “Below the Green Line Theory of 

Transformation”, by S. Zuieback, 2012, and an original framework for 
Organizational Change Management, by the National Community Development 
Institute, 2003.
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